SPEAK UP

SO THAT MANY ARE HEARD
Report to Community 2010-2011

THE EDUCATiON Of AN ADvOCATE

alex szele

T

his is my last letter to you. I stepped

All of these lessons are manifest in the work Disability

down as the Executive Director of

Rights did in 2010 and 2011. We joined forces with the

Disability Rights Wisconsin in

Board for People with Developmental Disabilities and the

January 2012. I had a great ride, which

Waisman Center to create a new Disability Policy

included the privilege to work with an

Partnership. We advanced the values we defend through our

amazing collection of board and staﬀ

investigation into problems at the Milwaukee Mental Health

members over my 31 years. I was honored

Complex, our advocacy for Racine school inclusion, by

in 1980 to take over from the first

improving the quality of services we provide for youth with

Executive Director, Betty Ferris, and

emotional disabilities and our support of local eﬀorts to

continue her eﬀorts to stay faithful to the

create a new housing coalition in northern Wisconsin. e

organization’s original values: inclusion, dignity, citizenship,

eﬀort we helped lead on voting rights issues also further

autonomy and freedom from harm.

strengthened the participation of people with disabilities in

I learned a lot in this job. I learned that social change
takes longer than I thought but if you persevere and stay

the political process.
Looking ahead, I’ll still be part of the disability

focused on the values, real change is possible. I learned that

movement in Wisconsin and at the national level. I look

Disability Rights Wisconsin can’t do it on our own—we need

forward to teaming up with some of you. As for this

to work in coalitions, stay connected to people with

organization, I am leaving behind a wealth of leadership

disabilities and their families, and support the broader

talent, including Tom Masseau, the new Executive Director

disability movement.

who moves here from our counterpart agency in a

Even though Disability Rights oen is critical of state

neighboring state, Michigan Protection and Advocacy

government, I learned that people with disabilities have allies

Services. I’m confident that Disability Rights Wisconsin will

inside state agencies who share our values and many of them

continue to have a big impact on the lives of people with

are working as hard as we are to achieve a common vision. I

disabilities.

learned that there are state legislators who are receptive to

e last thing I learned is that “movement friends,”

disability issues and they can be found in both parties. So I

those friendships you make in the disability movement while

learned that disability advocates need bipartisan strategies to

working shoulder-to-shoulder to change the world, can turn

advance the cause of equality for people with disabilities.

out to be some of the best friendships you’ll ever have. I’ve

I learned that people with disabilities and their families

got quite a few of those now and I don’t plan to give them up.

can be a political force, and that what we see today is only an
early sign of how powerful a force they can be. But I also
learned that people with disabilities need our support and
our hopefulness, to believe that change is possible and to
help make it happen.

Lynn Breedlove
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REfLECTiONS ON A LEADER: LYNN BREEDLOvE

On left, photo of WCA staﬀ members in the early 1980s with Maggie Servais, Terri Johnson and Linda Jorgenson left to right in front, Ken Streit, Roy
froemming and Lynn Breedlove left to right in back row. Center image, a young Breedlove and, at left, a leader with his wall charts.

T

he consummate executive director and a super

grown to a staﬀ of 64 people working out of oﬃces in Madison,

advocate,” is how past President of the Disability

Milwaukee and Rice Lake with a five-million-dollar budget.

Rights Wisconsin Board of Directors Gwen Jackson

Disability Rights Assistant Director Joan Karan has

describes Lynn Breedlove. It is an impression echoed by many

witnessed the agency’s growth close up during 28 of

colleagues of the man who retired in January 2012 aer 31

Breedlove’s 31 years as Executive Director. She credits his

years as Executive Director of Wisconsin’s designated

open style of leadership—as a talented communicator and

protection and advocacy agency for people with disabilities.

mentor, someone who not only listens but also hears and who

ey define him as a leader who thrives on collaboration and

nurtures a passion that inspires others—with making that

gives more credit to the group than he willingly takes for

happen. And, she adds, he is mighty persuasive.

himself when things go right. People who have worked with

“When Lynn oﬀered me a one-day-a-week job back in

him, governed with him, strategized with him and even

1983, who knew that ours would grow into an extraordinary

those who stood across the policy divide from him saw in

and personally fulfilling partnership spanning so many

Breedlove someone whose compass point was a firm belief in

years,” Karan says. “I never imagined finding someone to

everyone’s right to self-determination. Everyone.

team up with who so clearly shares my values of compassion,
fairness and integrity, and then have the chance, together, to

Mission matters

build a culture within the agency that truly reflects those

Lynn Breedlove began his tenure at the Wisconsin Coalition

values. Working with Lynn has been one of the most joyful

for Advocacy (WCA), later Disability Rights Wisconsin, in

gis in my life.”

1980 when it was five people operating out of a small oﬃce

Roy Froemming was a Managing Attorney with WCA

on a small budget. He brought a quiet tenacity and

for 15 years until the mid-1990s and part of the management

unmistakable optimism to his role as the leader of an

team that discussed strategies and prioritized issues. “Being

organization formed just three years earlier.

dedicated to the mission came naturally there and Lynn was

ose qualities remained intact as Disability Rights

at the heart of it. He was a stable, consistent presence who

became an influential voice in the Wisconsin disability

celebrated achievements and encouraged all of us to keep our

movement and nationally. By 2011, Disability Rights had

perspective when things got tough.”
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Froemming says the agency had a collegial atmosphere
where everyone felt free to speak frankly about issues and
contribute ideas. A victory he sees as a lasting legacy for
Breedlove from those days was deinstitutionalization of
people with developmental disabilities and the growth of
integrated community services. “Lynn understood the values
of normalization and integration.”
Leader among leaders
Gwen Jackson was on the Disability Rights Board from 1998
to 2003, serving two of those years as President. A long-time

Breedlove with two women prominent in Wisconsin’s social justice
movement, vel Phillips and Gwen Jackson.

activist for social justice causes herself, she has the credentials
to know a leader when she meets one.
“Lynn holds himself to a high standard and inspires that

“Coalitions need many voices to succeed and in Lynn, I
had a partner in this eﬀort who agreed it wasn’t just about

in other people,” Jackson says. “I learned from him how to

having more voices but including others and building

really see someone with a disability, to know them as a person

consensus,” says Blumenfeld. “Lynn practiced ‘inclusion’ in

and, in the process, better understand their needs, what

the broadest sense, meaning fairness and respect. e concept

matters to them.”

drives a lot of what he does.”

Current Board President Jeﬀ Timm joined the board in

e two men strategized on many state budgets over the

2009. Describing it as the best board he has served on, Timm

years, an experience Blumenfeld notes played to another of

says Breedlove always prepared board members by providing

Breedlove’s strengths. “Lynn is skilled at thinking many

concise background on an issue, which helped strengthen

moves ahead and anticipating the arguments we’ll have to

their understanding of Disability Rights’ competencies and

answer. His consistency and determination opens many

allowed for better decision making. “His belief that the

doors and persuades decision makers at all levels to listen

purpose of advocacy is to look for solutions first through

when he knocks. It truly makes him one of the main voices

collaboration changed my view of what the organization is

for people with disabilities in Wisconsin.”

about,” Timm observes. “We succeed best by persuading the
other side with solid facts and clear examples of need, finding

Better solutions

ways to work with them rather than against them.”

Helene Nelson was among the most important of those
decision makers from 2003 to 2007 when she served as

More voices

Secretary of the Wisconsin Department of Health and Family

Representing what was then WCA, Breedlove was an early

Services, now the Wisconsin Department of Health Services.

member of the Survival Coalition in the mid-1980s and

Nelson says that without Breedlove’s inspiration and practical

served as co-chair of the confederation of disability

help, she would not have agreed to take the job on. “I deeply

organizations from 1999 until his recent retirement. During

respect him and his heart-felt and eﬀective work for people

that time, he helped develop the Coalition into a respected

with disabilities over many, many years,” she explains. “at

participant in policy and budget discussions at the state

proved very important as the department embarked on the

level. Fellow activist Michael Blumenfeld was co-chair

work of downsizing public and private institutions, and

with Breedlove for nine years and recalls the impact of

dramatically expanding community placements for people

Coalition eﬀorts to push for advances in transportation

with developmental disabilities.”

funding, to expand and strengthen the Community Options

Liz Hecht, a parent advocate and community activist on

Program, bring an end to institutionalization and improve

disability issues, met Lynn Breedlove in 1997 when they were

long term care.

working on the initiative to redesign state-funded long term
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Breedlove, on left, in the mid 1990s. With community member and self-advocate Steve verriden in center photo and, at right, with NDRN Executive
Director Curt Decker.

care. His involvement through Disability Rights and the

Decker says. “Leadership went beyond titles with Lynn, his

Survival Coalition put Breedlove in the vanguard for this

was always a reasonable, solid voice that helped the

eﬀort that culminated in the development of Family Care.

organization discuss, resolve and implement diﬃcult

Hecht remembers joining Breedlove to fight for expanding

decisions with a minimum of stress.”

the program to serve children with disabilities and reducing
waiting lists.
“He had great enthusiasm for the fight and an equal

Decker anticipates new opportunities to work with his
Wisconsin colleague, who he expects to stay active in many
aspects of disability rights.

capacity to celebrate good news when we succeeded,
acknowledging everyone’s contribution without fail,” Hecht

Advocate for change

says, noting that the man who lived and breathed advocacy

For more than three decades, Lynn Breedlove guided

every day helped community advocates like her connect to

Disability Rights in its mission to speak up so that many are

the cause and eﬀectively channel their commitment. His

heard, ensuring persons with disabilities in Wisconsin can

impact was huge, she says. “Lynn taught us that bringing

exercise their rights and live on their own terms. He led a

about change happens through collaboration rather than

remarkable organization as it achieved groundbreaking

confrontation, that working with state agencies, the

advances in the education rights of children, improved access

legislature, community partners and others produces better

to community care, forced changes in seclusion/restraint

solutions. It’s led to many positive changes for many people.”

practices in mental health institutions and fought hard for
more community-based recovery programs.

Beyond Wisconsin

Breedlove made individual advocacy a signature service

Nationally, Breedlove represented Wisconsin’s disability rights

of Disability Rights and did his part helping people learn to

movement in the halls of Congress oen over the years. As

advocate for themselves. When he sensed the agency needed

the Executive Director of Disability Rights, he also was active

a physical presence beyond Madison, he took the earliest

in the National Disability Rights Network (NDRN), serving

opportunity to open oﬃces in the state's largest metro area

on various committees and as President of the association of

and Wisconsin's diverse northwest region, giving more people

protection and advocacy groups from 2005 to 2007.

access to services and increasing Disability Rights’ ability to

NDRN Executive Director Curt Decker has worked with
Breedlove for many years and considers him one of the most
forthright, clear-eyed leaders in the movement, someone who

connect with like-minded advocacy groups in these
communities.
Disability Rights Wisconsin builds now on this strong

helped guide many discussions to a positive, useful conclusion.

legacy of action and collaboration, grateful for the many years

“He’s been a major force in directing NDRN on issues

of leadership from a steadfast advocate for change. Thank

aﬀecting the P&A system and people with disabilities,”

you, Lynn Breedlove. ■
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WiSCONSiN DiSABiLiTY POLiCY PARTNERSHiP
> STAND TOGE THER fOR fAiRNE SS AND EqUA L i TY

alex szele

combination, are helping us reach policymakers with
accurate information about what the decisions they make
mean to people and families across the state.”
New coordinator role
Disability Rights’ Lisa Pugh is the project’s point person.
All three agencies fund her position as Public Policy
Coordinator. Pugh recalls one of her first tasks with the
Partnership was to develop strategies for working with the
governor’s oﬃce, the legislature and state agencies aer the
2010 election. Previous experience as a disability advisor
to Congress and the U.S. Department of Education and
consulting with the Wisconsin Department of Health
Services on long term care issues prepared Pugh to act
during challenging times.

Lisa Pugh focuses on public policy issues for Disability Rights and its
coalition partners.

When the new administration put its legislative agenda
on a fast track for passage, Pugh says the Partnership
accelerated their analysis of the proposed state budget and

D

isability Rights Wisconsin joined two other

pushed to educate policymakers about the potential eﬀect on

Wisconsin disability agencies last year to create a

disability services and supports. Having many newly elected

public policy partnership that strengthens their

or appointed oﬃcials in decision-making roles added to the

collective impact on decisions that can harm or benefit

challenge. “All of a sudden, we had quite a few people who

people with disabilities.

lacked historical context on our issues,” she notes. “ey

e Disability Policy Partnership involves Disability

didn’t understand how people with disabilities live in and

Rights, the University Center for Excellence in Developmental

contribute to their communities. It was important to help

Disabilities at the Waisman Center (UCEDD) and the

them learn more about this segment of their constituency.”

Wisconsin Board for People with Developmental Disabilities

Working jointly with the partners—including Daniel

(BPDD). Each agency has a federal mandate to improve

Bier, Executive Director of the Waisman UCEDD, Beth

quality of life for people with disabilities in Wisconsin,

Swedeen, Executive Director of the Wisconsin BPDD, and her

including work in the public policy arena. Wisconsin’s

colleagues at Disability Rights—Pugh continues to develop a

endeavor is unique in the nation and serves as a model.

public policy strategy that guides eﬀorts at the state and

Disability Rights Executive Director Lynn Breedlove
describes the Disability Policy Partnership as a more-focused

federal levels.
She tracks legislative and budget issues in collaboration

eﬀort to increase the visibility of policy issues that concern

with the Survival Coalition, a statewide alliance of Wisconsin

the three organizations. “It’s a coming together of natural

disability organizations, and dras major position papers and

allies to work for what is right and fair,” Breedlove says.

reports. Pugh also supports partner agency staﬀ and Disability

“Each of us brings unique assets to this partnership that, in

Rights board members in their own legislative advocacy eﬀorts.
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A chance to improve

“I’m excited about the way this unique agreement allows

Taking action on policy issues over the past year and

us to leverage each other’s expertise,” she adds. From

identifying threats in the proposed state budget to programs

research-based studies on best practices conducted by the

for people with disabilities, Pugh says the Partnership saw an

Waisman Center and the BPDD’s experience helping

opportunity to propose ideas that improve the quality and

consumers make best use of available resources to action by

eﬃciency of these programs.

Disability Rights that secures individual rights and access to

Reshaping the direction of community-based long term

supports, Pugh says the work of each agency complements

care for adults is an example. e current state budget freezes

the others. It magnifies the way they benefit the people they

enrollment in those programs with the result that young

work to serve, especially when joining forces to make a well-

people transitioning from school to community will lack

informed case about the value of a service or support to a

critical support they need to build an independent life. Pugh

legislator or legislative staﬀ members.

worked closely with families of transition-age youth to create

“Our main goal is for policymakers to see disability as a

awareness about these concerns during the budget process.

non-partisan issue, one that can aﬀect everyone and anyone,”

She issued a May 2011 report on behalf of the Partnership

Pugh says. “I feel like we’ve made a lot of progress enlightening

and the Survival Coalition that called on state legislators to

the people who pass the laws and implement them.”

li the cap on enrollments. e report cited personal stories
along with studies that calculated the cost-saving, care-focused

Mobilize advocates

value of Family Care and related long term care programs.

Pugh’s future goals range from helping the Partnership

e Partnership also monitors cuts and changes to
Medicaid, and to special education, mental health services
and other programs aﬀected by funding and policy decisions.

agencies participate in eﬀective policy discussions to
empowering the grassroots.
She and Breedlove will help the Partnership launch a

Pugh tries to make sure discussions at the state level include

new statewide leadership program in January 2012. Titled

disability advocates, families and consumers.

Partners in Policymaking, it provides special training for self-

Leverage expertise

mobilize them to speak out on public policy issues.

advocates and parents to hone their advocacy skills and
In the face of serious threats to the health, well being and

“is is the future of advocacy for and by people with

independence of people with disabilities in Wisconsin, Pugh

disabilities,” Breedlove says. “When fairness and equality is at

says having the viewpoints of the three groups lets her respond

stake, the people most aﬀected must have a voice in the halls

to policymakers on many levels, with relevant information

of power. at’s what the Partnership helps us do and we are

and compelling proof of how important well-administered,

fortunate to have a public policy advocate as skilled as Lisa to

publicly supported services are to many state residents.

coordinate our collaborative eﬀorts.” ■
A february 20, 2011 press event,
organized by the Save BadgerCare
Coalition and the Save Medicaid
Coalition, attracted more than 300
people with disabilities, their
family members and supporters.
They came to draw attention to the
negative impact of the Governor’s
proposed budget repair bill on
their lives. Disability Rights
Wisconsin worked with the
organizers and participants to
remind legislators that the people
most aﬀected had a right to be
heard on these important issues.
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MENTAL HEALTH COMPLEx iNvESTiGATiON

M

edia coverage in late 2009 of alleged inappropriate
sexual contact between patients at the Milwaukee

alex szele

> W HEN A SYSTEM fAiLS PAT iE N TS

County Mental Health Complex (MHC) Acute

Care Unit intensified pressure previously brought by
Disability Rights Wisconsin on Milwaukee County to correct
serious shortcomings in mental health services. Disability
Rights saw the reported assaults at MHC as added proof of a
system badly failing the people it is there to help.
e county did implement plans to correct obvious
deficiencies aer a review of the incidents by federal
inspectors threatened funding cuts. But that response only
touched the surface, says Barbara Beckert, Milwaukee Oﬃce
Director for Disability Rights. She notes that MHC’s existing
model of care and allocation of resources failed to provide
patients with positive, individualized treatment. And the
scarcity of community supports when they le the institution

Left to right, Shirin Cabraal, Barbara Beckert, Kit Kerschensteiner, Lisa
foley and Liz ford took issue on behalf of Disability Rights with serious
problems at the Mental Health Complex in an investigation that
prompted corrective actions.

practically ensured their return, time and again. In early
2010, Disability Rights launched its own investigation to
analyze the wider problem and recommend actions with a
better chance of benefiting current and future patients.

patient-on-patient assaults and no real protections in place.
Lax supervision made it too easy for someone who is

Beneath the surface

vulnerable to come into contact with an aggressive patient.

Initial eﬀorts to review patient records and other documents

Staﬀ training was inadequate and security questionable. e

about the events that drew public scrutiny met with

county was not doing enough to keep people safe.

resistance from the county despite Disability Rights’ access

Beckert says the Disability Rights team, which included

authority as the designated protection and advocacy agency

Advocacy Specialist Liz Ford, looked for patterns in the

for people with disabilities in Wisconsin. It was frustrating

records they reviewed of 11 patients who were the subject of

given the county’s past history of reasonable cooperation. But

assault allegations. Most of the patients were young adults

Disability Rights attorneys Shirin Cabraal, Kit Kerschensteiner

with lives marked by trauma and multiple trips through the

and Lisa Foley stood their ground and aer multiple delays,

revolving door of MHC. At discharge, the county rarely

got what they needed to analyze the overall situation.

connected them eﬀectively with existing community services.

Cabraal explains that while there was enough evidence

“e investigation confirmed what we knew, that many

to verify the sexual assaults, what most disturbed them were

people come into the system through the emergency room,

the many underlying issues that put all acute care patients at

are admitted to MHC and released aer a few days to little

MHC in danger. Administrators and staﬀ members did not

more than nothing,” notes Beckert. “We found that one of the

appear to take patient claims of inappropriate contact

11 patients was seen at the county ER nearly 30 times in 10

seriously. ere were no apparent protocols for responding to

months, a cycle of crisis for the individual and for society.”
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Report on ﬁndings

county’s Behavioral Health Services. en County Executive

Disability Rights issued an Update to Community in May

Scott Walker appointed Beckert to co-chair the CAB. Cabraal

2010 on initial findings from the MHC investigation. e

and Ford also served on the CAB, joining mental health

report called for a renewed commitment from the county to

consumers, family members, providers, attorneys, law

improve outcomes for people with mental illness and make

enforcement and others who bring important viewpoints to

the necessary changes. It outlined 14 major concerns with the

the issue.

MHC operation and Milwaukee County’s support of mental

e CAB recommended the County Board add more

health services grouped under three categories: (1) lack of

community-based supports like peer specialists to help

accountability for patient safety, (2) failure to provide patient-

patients leaving MHC transition back to their communities.

centered care and (3) poor connections to community-based

Develop a range of community-based supports for people

services that promote recovery.
Answering specific concerns, report recommendations

with developmental disabilities and mental illness, the CAB
said. Hire more staﬀ to provide patient-centered treatment at

petitioned MHC to implement new approaches to patient

MHC. Incorporate recovery and trauma-informed care

safety, get families and guardians more involved, take steps to

concepts into behavioral services staﬀ training and care

change the care model, invest in community-based services

delivery. And ask knowledgeable experts to review and revise

and supports, and increase state oversight. Disability Rights

MHC safety protocols. In addition, the advisory group urged

also urged the county to establish a community advisory

the county and its Redesign Task Force to move forward on

panel to provide local oversight of MHC.

implementation.

e report restated Disability Rights’ strong support of

With a new Milwaukee County Executive taking office

an ongoing county mental health redesign project and the

after the spring 2011 election, Disability Rights and others

state’s review of how communities serve and support people

felt it was urgent to spotlight the issues and keep the

with mental illness. e message to policymakers at all levels

recommendations visible. Beckert feels candidate forums

was: It is time to overhaul a flawed system.

and other eﬀorts by the disability community to reach out

Kerschensteiner and others on the team acknowledge it

helped incoming County Executive Chris Abele understand

is a challenge to provide adequate, appropriate healthcare and

the importance of making mental health services a priority.

mental health services in a huge urban setting but that other

Rather than the anticipated cut in services, the 2012 County

large communities manage to do it. Here is an opportunity

budget contains money for a community investment initiative

for Milwaukee County to make a system-level change that

that includes an additional crisis resource center.

benefits many people, she suggests. “It’s fair to expect them to
meet that challenge and, when they say ‘we can’t,’ they can
expect us to say ‘why not?’”

Hope and caution
Despite signs of a broader consensus these days for system
change among policymakers and the community, Beckert and

Being heard

Cabraal are cautious about the pace of progress at a time

e County Board responded by creating the Community

when mental health services must compete for limited county

Advisory Board (CAB) recommended by Disability Rights.

resources and face reductions in state funding dollars that

e CAB is charged with advancing improvements within the

already fall short of being adequate.

alex szele

Disability Rights Executive Director Lynn Breedlove says
the MHC investigation and Disability Rights’ push to
improve a too-thin network of mental health services in the
state’s largest county nonetheless raises a question that public
agencies all across the state need to ask: “Are we doing
enough—and doing it right—for people to help them recover
their independence and avoid the cycle of crisis?” ■
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CHEqUAMEGON BAY AREA COLLABORATiON
> HE ALiNG, HO P E AND HOU Si N G

D

isability issues touch many lives. Barriers that aﬀect

sexual assault. Disability Rights leads the project in

someone’s well-being and self-determination do not

partnership with the Wisconsin Coalition Against Domestic

discriminate. Karen Lane, Advocacy Specialist in

Violence (WCADV) and the Wisconsin Coalition Against

the Rice Lake oﬃce of Disability Rights Wisconsin says that
fundamental truth gave form two years ago to a coalition

Sexual Assault (WCASA).
Along with building greater awareness generally of how

eﬀort in northwest Wisconsin associated with the organization’s

to serve the needs of women with disabilities who experience

breakthrough statewide project addressing the violence

violence, the Chequamegon Collaboration organizers dug

Chequamegon Bay Area
Collaboration
¥
Violence Against Individuals
with Disabilities and Deaf
RESOURCE GUIDE 2011

women with disabilities encounter

deep to understand the housing problem for all area

in their lives.

survivors and victims. Amy Judy says they purposely looked

Disability Rights’ Violence

for solutions that borrowed on the strength of every group

Against Women with Disabilities

around the table and spoke to the specific needs of the local

and Deaf Women Project was an

community. In April 2011, with grant support from the

organizing partner in what became

Otto Bremer Foundation, the Project hosted a half-day

the Chequamegon Bay Area

“Housing Rights & Realities” workshop in Ashland for the

Collaboration. e Chequamegon

Chequamegon Bay Area community.

Collaboration united Disability

More than 60 individuals from Ashland, Bayfield and

Rights, other area disability

Sawyer counties attended, along with representatives from

advocates and anti-violence

the Red Cliﬀ and Bad River Bands of Lake Superior Chippewa

organizations, tribal and non-tribal,

Tribes. Participants included people with disabilities and

in a dialogue about the many

victims and survivors of domestic and sexual violence.

barriers aﬀecting victims and survivors with disabilities.

Disability service and advocacy organizations, human

More than a year ago, aer identifying access to safe, quality

services agencies, and domestic violence and sexual assault

housing in the Ashland-Bayfield area as among the most

service providers were there. City, county and tribal housing

critical, the Chequamegon Collaboration began researching

oﬃcials came, as did several private landlords.

the issue in depth.
e group met monthly during 2010 to exchange

Hanna and Rice Lake Oﬃce Director and Attorney
Genie Hedlund made a presentation on legal rights at the

information and learn about laws and available local housing

workshop, participating with Judy, Lane and others from

resources. Violence Against Women Project Coordinator

Disability Rights and Project partner organizations in the

Amy Judy, Trainer/Consultant Mark Sweet and Supervising

program’s dynamic give-and-take.

Attorney Jodi Hanna, all with Disability Rights, joined Lane

According to Lane, the event helped connect people and

at those meetings to listen and help formulate strategies.

area groups that rarely or never meet. It was a non-judgmental

forge relationships

valuable relationships.

forum that illuminated possibilities, and forged new and
e Violence Against Women with Disabilities Project uses
education, training and strategic technical assistance to

“ose who were active in the year of planning and others
who came to the workshop also learned how to use Disability

increase collaboration between disability groups and

Rights and one another as resources,” she notes. “And they

organizations that serve victims of domestic violence and

made connections that go beyond the housing issue.”

continued on page 17
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EMOTiONAL AND BEHAviORAL DiSABiLiTiES RESOURCES PROJECT
> fiNDiNG THE i R WAY

The Key to Your Future
2011 Quick Reference Directory
Funded by
The Greater Milwaukee Foundation
Community Grant Fund

sking for help is hard under

wide-ranging discussions to help Disability Rights develop a

any circumstance. Faced

model of training and comprehensive resource materials.

with the stigma of a

Youth with disabilities, representatives from mental health

A

disability, it is even tougher to find

organizations and a diverse cross-section of community

your way to available resources.

groups contributed to the planning process.

Disability Rights Wisconsin

It was a valuable conversation, Murphy says. Besides

expanded eﬀorts last year to address

formulating the content and flow of the trainings, it gave

this dilemma for young people ages

those involved a chance to learn more about each other’s

14 to 25 with emotional and

programs and share experiences.

behavioral disabilities, a group that

e first training event in January 2011 grew out of these

too oen fails to benefit from

planning sessions. It was a program aimed at providers of

existing educational and vocational

services and supports, many active with Disability Rights in

supports and services because they

the planning eﬀorts. “Participants at the initial training

do not understand their rights or hesitate to come forward.
Disability Rights used funds provided by the Greater

purposely brought many perspectives to the process,”
Murphy recalls. “ey helped us fine-tune what the series

Milwaukee Foundation to develop a specialized training

needed to include and how to conduct the trainings to best

program and targeted resource materials that connect these

benefit the youth and families who would attend.”

consumers and their families to services that help the youth
succeed in school and work toward vocational goals.
Disability Rights Managing Attorney Monica Murphy,

Disability Rights held five consumer training and
outreach sessions in Milwaukee from March through June
2011. e programs gave young people, their parents and

who helped implement the project with Milwaukee Oﬃce

guardians an organized overview of available educational and

Director Barbara Beckert and Outreach and Training

vocational resources. Presenters discussed how to identify

Coordinator Dawn Finger, says an important goal was to

individual needs and tap into the services and supports to

expand work the organization already does by bringing a

meet those needs. Session participants learned about the

range of services into focus so the agencies providing those

rights of youth with emotional and behavioral disabilities to

services could strengthen connections with each other and the

special education services and assistance making the

people they serve. “Given the huge need out there for supports

transition from school to employment.

and services,” Murphy notes, “it seemed important to simplify
the system so people can get help without getting lost.”

An important goal was to decrease the number of
suspensions and expulsions, and lower the dropout rate that
plagues this population of young people—many of them

Model of training

overlooked in an a system that mistakenly excludes those with

Understanding the scope of available services and supports,

mental health disabilities from special education services.

and producing timely resource materials were major goals of

Reference materials given to each family at the trainings

the project. So Disability Rights convened a meeting of

reinforced an emphasis on self-advocacy and self-determination.

individuals and organizations concerned with the issue of

e resources covered more than was possible in a single

improving access to resources for youth with emotional and

training session and contained a newly developed Resource

behavioral disabilities as a starting point. e group held

Directory, information on managing juvenile justice

continued on next page
11

Emotional and behavioral resources continued from page 11

questions, navigating college, job opportunities and access

vOTiNG RiGHTS

to rightful benefits.

> GE T O UT T HE vOTE R S
Take it to the community
Disability Rights hosted the consumer programs at
Murphy says the strategy helped Disability Rights reach
diverse groups of interested consumers in the city’s African

alex szele

diﬀerent sites and times around the Milwaukee area.

American, Native American and Spanish-speaking
communities and collaborate with advocacy partners.
Organizers conducted one training session in Spanish.
e response was impressive. A total of more than 260
people attended the five community sessions, exceeding the
project goal of 200. In a report to the funders, Disability
Rights described how the trainings and take-away materials
made a real diﬀerence to people. Surveys conducted before
and aer the sessions showed that participants gained a
much greater awareness of their rights and a better
understanding of how to find and use available resources.
e outreach also introduced a wider community of
consumers to Disability Rights Wisconsin and its
individual advocacy services. Many said they would attend

Alicia Boehme of Disability Rights and John Shaw of the Wisconsin
Board for People with Developmental Disabilities work together on
vote Coalition eﬀorts.

future trainings on related topics.
here do the candidates stand on the issues?

to implement a well-researched program in Milwaukee

W

County, which has the highest concentration of youth

they matter a lot to people with disabilities who oen face

with emotional and behavioral disabilities in Wisconsin.

obstacles to participating in the electoral process.

fine-tuned approach
e Foundation grant made it possible for Disability Rights

How easy is it for me to vote? Common voter
questions across the state every election season,

Disability Rights continues to provide the trainings and

Advocacy Specialist Alicia Boehme represents Disability

resources to diﬀerent Milwaukee area provider agencies

Rights Wisconsin in the Wisconsin Disability Vote Coalition,

and coalition partners, and hopes to export elements of the

a group working to break down those barriers. e Coalition

training program to other parts of the state in future. e

educates citizens with disabilities about their voting rights

Resource Directory, in both English and Spanish, is available

and candidates about the issues that concern this important

online at disabilityrightswi.org and in print.

voting bloc. e group’s outreach also includes voter

Beckert says the infusion of funds let Disability Rights
concentrate on and enhance eﬀorts to serve youth with
emotional and behavioral disabilities who face many

registration drives to increase turnout among people with
disabilities and their allies.
Disability Rights and the Wisconsin Board for People

barriers to achieving independence. “is project helped

with Developmental Disabilities (BPDD) help fund the

us refine an important approach to educating youth and

Coalition, which also depends on advocacy support from 26

their families, empowering them as they embark on the

other member organizations statewide. In 2011, Disability

challenging transition to their roles as young adults.” 䡲

Rights and the BPDD fought against passage of Wisconsin’s
Voter ID law, which goes into eﬀect in 2012. Seeing it would
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pass, Boehme says they did what they could to dilute the

Gather facts

worst aspects of the original bill. Now their goal is to inform

Research on voting rights for people with disabilities is a

people about their rights under the new law and explain how

key to Disability Right’s work in this area. In 2010, the

to navigate it.

organization surveyed members of the disability community
in collaboration with the BPDD and other Vote Coalition

Serious setback

partners to learn more about who had the photo IDs required

Disability Rights made voting rights a major focus aer

by the new law and who did not. Having documents that

Congress passed the Help America Vote Act in 2002,

verify who they are and where they live is a challenge for

advocating for more accessible polling sites and organizing

Wisconsin residents who lack an oﬃcial ID. Results from the

education eﬀorts. Disability Rights Executive Director Lynn

survey showed that is true for many people with disabilities.

Breedlove says the impact was apparent and encouraging. e

Suggesting it is urgent that people make sense of the

percentage of people with disabilities voting in recent past

Voter ID law so they can exercise their rights, Boehme

elections was much higher than five years earlier. “It signaled

oﬀers one example of why. e law allows people living in

real progress—until now,” he notes. “e Voter ID law is a

community-based residential facilities or nursing homes to

serious setback, with barriers that are big enough to keep

use verification from a facility manager in place of a photo

many people from voting.”

ID. is includes requiring the manager sign the outside of

Interpreting the Voter ID law correctly is one of those
barriers. Boehme says that fact makes the Vote Coalition’s

a resident’s absentee ballot as proof of identity.
e process risks disenfranchising voters if election

regular contact with the group that oversees laws that govern

oﬃcials, people with disabilities who live in these facilities

elections in Wisconsin more important than ever. “We’ve had

and the managers find the details hard to understand.

an advisory role with the Government Accountability Board

Boehme says the burden to comply might keep both residents

(GAB) for several years that’s helped increase awareness of

and managers from trying.

the need for accessible polling places,” she explains. “Now,
when we need to unravel what’s confusing about the Voter ID

Meet your constituents

law, this connection is even more important.” Coalition

Disability Rights’ emphasis on the impact of the Voter ID law

partners are conferring with the GAB on how the

comes on the heels of an active 2010 that included co-

nonpartisan group will advise municipalities to implement

sponsoring a series of candidate forums across Wisconsin.

aspects of the law that most aﬀect people with disabilities.

Not understanding what candidates stand for discourages
many people from voting. So the chance to hear them explain
their positions on disability and aging issues was invaluable.
And, according to Boehme, on two fronts. “e forums
connected people to their potential elected oﬃcials, that was
essential. But they also connected the people running for
oﬃce to an important group of voters.”
Support for rights
Funding for eﬀorts to ensure voting rights is scarce these
days, Boehme says, a fact that makes the coalition eﬀorts and
a strong working relationship with the GAB important.
Keeping the issue of voting rights visible and helping people

The Disability vote Coalition and North Country independent Living
placed this billboard in northwest Wisconsin last year to raise
awareness of who votes.

with disabilities take part in the democratic process demands
nothing less. 䡲
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iNCLUSiON SUCCESS iN RACiNE SCHOOLS
> STRE NGTHE N E vE RY CLASS RO OM

alex szele

Collective eﬀort
Current Disability Rights Board President and Racine County
resident Jeﬀ Timm was invited to became involved in the
eﬀort more than five years ago as an advocate and a parent.
Timm had experience of what it meant for his own son, now
an adult, to learn in a regular classroom when the family lived
out east. “I knew first-hand how inclusion benefits a child so I
agreed to participate as a community member on the work
group that Unified’s Director of Special Education Ann Laing
formed in 2008,” Timm recalls.
e inclusion work group, which he co-chaired, was a
collective eﬀort. It brought special education and regular
classroom teachers, parents, teacher union representatives,

Sally flaschberger and Cathy Steﬀke of Disability Rights and Jeﬀ
Timm, current Disability Rights Board President, all participated in
Racine Uniﬁed discussions that led to the District’s adopting inclusion
in its classrooms.

school administrators and community advocates, including
e Arc of Racine, to the table.
Disability Rights’ Advocacy Specialist Cathy Stee and,
later, Advocacy Specialist Sally Flaschberger were there, too,
providing the work group with examples of best practices and

T

ransforming special education practices in the

a clear definition of least restrictive, the measure of how well

second largest school district in the state takes time.

an environment allows students with disabilities to reach

And it takes work to gain acceptance for inclusion in

their potential.

an environment where special education has, until recently,

“Going from segregated classrooms for students with

meant separating students with disabilities from their peers.

disabilities to inclusion requires people to shi their

Disability Rights Wisconsin sees the Racine Unified School

perspective and see special education as a service not a place,”

District’s gradual shi over the last four years to a model

Flaschberger says. “We always tried to bring the discussion

where all students learn together as a hopeful commitment to

back to the rights of the child that needs those services.”

inclusion shared by many local education professionals and
the wider community.
e change comes aer several studies commissioned by

Teachers try it
Two district elementary school teachers on the work group

the Racine Unified School Board pointed up serious problems

brought an exceptional story with them. Years ago, when

with Unified’s special education practices. Study findings and

Laura Delagrange was teaching her fourth-grade special

strong support from top administrators in the district led to

education class next door to Alyson Eisch’s regular education

the formation of work groups that outlined an incremental

classroom, Delagrange heard Eisch leading some of the same

process for adopting inclusion in all schools. Racine began

lessons she was and wondered if they should team up. e

inclusion in all elementary schools in 2009 and the program

school’s principal granted their request to combine classes.

roll-out continued in the district’s middle schools in 2011.

ey found that co-teaching a classroom of children with and

District high schools will introduce the change in 2013.

without disabilities was energizing and productive. As for the
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P ROfiLE

DON HERMANSON
>SKiLLE D LEGAL ADvOCATE

W

students, Delagrange notes, “e kids really liked having two

hen the consequences of a

teachers.”

system problem stand out a

at partnership not only earned them a role on the

mile, you never, ever lose sight

work group but new responsibilities as inclusion coaches.

of your client’s needs as an individual. You

Delagrange and Eisch began training other regular and

do whatever you can to find a resolution

special education teams in the district to teach together in a

that meets those needs. at describes

diverse classroom.

how Wausau attorney Don Hermanson

“Lots of students come to school struggling,” Eisch says.
“When teachers who are trained in both regular and special
education share their knowledge and apply it together,

approaches every case he handles for
Disability Rights Wisconsin.
e agency regularly contracts with Hermanson to serve

everyone has access to strategies that clearly help children

as counsel on priority cases in northern and northeastern

learn.”

Wisconsin. For more than 20 years, his knowledge of area
communities, service systems and courts has given Disability

Longer than expected

Rights the chance to help people with disabilities in the region

Like the work-group process, which Timm says had a slow

receive a fair hearing.

start, implementing inclusion has taken longer than

Hermanson’s experience in public interest law dates

expected. He and others suggest a combination of factors are

back to his work on disability-related public policy issues

to blame, including the challenge of shiing a district the

while in law school. He first connected with what was then

size of Racine to a new model. Of even greater concern are

the Wisconsin Coalition for Advocacy while at Wisconsin

steep cuts in funding for public education by the Wisconsin

Judicare, a nonprofit law firm providing equal access to justice.

legislature in the last state budget session, a reduction of
$1.6 billion statewide that now threatens many programs.
ere also are some in the district who remain skeptical

“Everyone has a right to participate in the legal system to
resolve disputes,” Hermanson says. “As a lawyer, I can make
sure the system responds fairly so my clients have answers

of the new approach. ose involved say despite such

and a plan that helps them overcome barriers.” He terms his

resistance, many people working in Racine’s public schools

Disability Rights work a good collaboration with skilled

are doing great work on inclusion. ese educators see

advocates.

beyond the positive good that individual children with

Disability Rights Managing Attorney Jeﬀ Spitzer-Resnick

disabilities receive from learning with others to how

began working with the private-practice attorney more than

inclusion strengthens every classroom. Along with Disability

16 years ago. He says Hermanson’s experience and knowledge

Rights and other community advocates, they caution against

of disability issues is invaluable. Spitzer-Resnick sends him

slowing progress toward full implementation of a practice

specific cases that arise and oen consults with him on

that benefits all students. 䡲

strategies for moving those cases forward.
“Besides his strong commitment to serving the public
interest, we have in Don a talented attorney with excellent
values who knows the players in the region and how to
resolve cases quickly,” Spitzer-Resnick says. “What he does
really is as an extension of our services.” 䡲
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i N T R iB U T E

MARK vANDiRENDONCK
isability Rights Wisconsin recalls with gratitude the enthusiastic leadership Mark VanDirendonck

D

brought to his work as a member of the Disability Rights board from 2003 to 2009, two of those years
as Board President. VanDirendonck died on September 5, 2011, leaving behind memories of an

advocate who Executive Director Lynn Breedlove recalls brought a “positive energy” to promoting the rights
of people with disabilities. Current Board Member Catherine Kunze also remembers how the man who
became a friend welcomed her to the board with a show of good-natured toughness that belied the kind and
genial man he was. “Mark kept board meetings businesslike but gave everyone a chance to contribute,” she
says. “I know he was honored to serve as a board member for such an outstanding organization and talked
about Disability Rights and the importance of its mission wherever he went. Mark truly led with a passion for
the cause and for what was right. You always knew where he stood.” 䡲

RECOGNiTiON
The passionate commitment of Disability Rights Wisconsin staff members ensures what they do everyday makes a difference for someone.
When professional peers recognize the impact of that commitment, it is an honor that makes a difference in turn to the professionals at
Disability Rights.
Retiring Executive Director Lynn

model of diversity and cultural sensitivity supports staﬀ

Breedlove received the inaugural

members’ strong, positive response to all clients the agency

Diehard Lifetime Achievement Award

serves. Karan also developed Disability

during the annual Self-Determination

Rights’ Violence Against Women with

Conference held in November 2011 by

Disabilities program, recognized

the Wisconsin Board for People with

nationally as an outstanding eﬀort to

Developmental Disabilities. e award

build awareness about one another

recognized Breedlove’s history of

among disability service providers,

“distinguished service and tireless commitment” as an

domestic violence programs and sexual

advocate for self-determination, working throughout his 31

assault programs in Wisconsin with the

years with Disability Rights for changes that free people with

goal of increasing their collaborative eﬀorts to aid victims.

disabilities to decide for themselves.
Disability Rights’ Ellen Escalera received the Howard B.
e Wisconsin Equal Justice Fund honored Disability Rights

Eisenberg Service Award from Marquette Law School in

Assistant Director Joan Karan with its Distinguished Service

2010, which honored her dedication to public interest law

Award in November 2010, an award given annually to a staﬀ

and service to the community. A Staﬀ Attorney with

member in a partner organization who has an exemplary

Disability Rights Wisconsin, Escalera translated an earlier

record of service to underserved populations. Karan oversees

experience as a bilingual social worker advocating for clients

finances and directs a range of administrative details for

on a variety of health and access issues to her work as a

Disability Rights. Her emphasis on making the workplace a

lawyer with Disability Rights. She represented clients in many
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public-benefit denial cases and advised

e Wisconsin Coalition of Independent Living Centers

colleagues on strategies for addressing

singled out Barbara Beckert in 2010 for its annual IL

barriers released inmates face when

Advocacy Award. e Disability Rights

returning to their communities. “If I

Milwaukee Oﬃce Director regularly

made someone’s struggle less

works with Coalition members in

burdensome, I feel I have succeeded

eﬀorts to protect county and state

professionally,” Escalera said on

budget support for community-based

accepting the award, noting the

programs that help people with

inspiration she had growing up with parents who worked

disabilities achieve greater

tirelessly for social justice and legal solutions.

independence and quality of life.
Acknowledging the honor, Beckert

e Wisconsin Law Journal chose Managing Attorney

described the state’s independent living centers as “among the

Monica Murphy of Disability Rights as one of its 2011

strongest and most-eﬀective advocates I know and incredible

Women In the Law. e honor recognizes Murphy’s work

partners in what we do at Disability Rights.” 䡲

on diﬃcult cases, her ability to balance work and family, and
the eﬀort she makes to mentor other
attorneys and further the role of
women in the legal community.

Chequamegon Bay Area Collaboration continued from page 10

During her more than 17 years with
Disability Rights, Murphy has handled
several landmark cases that defined

Everyone attending received a copy of the Chequamegon

the intent of the Americans with

Bay Area Housing Rights & Realities Guide. Produced by the

Disabilities Act, tackling issues of

Project, it features legal and other practical information that

employment discrimination and reasonable accommodation.

relates to housing resources available in the area.

She regularly recharges her enthusiasm for work she
considers essential by mentoring law students, helping them

Hope and healing

see what eﬀective legal advocacy can do to open doors for

Judy notes that for nine years, the Violence Against Women

people with disabilities.

with Disabilities Project has succeeded at systems change
by fostering relationships locally and helping people and

Disability Rights Advocacy Specialist

organizations throughout Wisconsin improve their capacity

Jo Cauley received an award of

to respond. e more they think about what and how they

Special Recognition from e Arc-

provide services, she says, the better equipped they are to

Dane County in March 2010 for her

provide hope and healing for all who experience domestic

individual advocacy eﬀorts, especially

violence or sexual assault, and eﬀectively serve the needs of

with families. rough her work with

women with disabilities and Deaf women.

Disability Rights, Cauley has advocated

“Just being at the same table means we’re making

for hundreds of children and parents

progress and so are they,” Judy adds. “In the Ashland-Bayfield

navigating the world of special

meetings, people met—some for the first time—and found

education. Her own experience as a parent of children with

out where their work intersected, where their concerns

disabilities gives Cauley insights that benefit the people she

overlapped.

helps as together they focus on enriching their lives or the
lives of those they care about.

“Most important, they started a conversation that is
bound to lead to action and from there, to real change.” 䡲
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fi N AN Ci A L AN D SE Rvi CE H iG H LiGHTS 2010–2011

Northern
2010: 295
2011: 207

Western
2010: 613
2011: 642

Statement of Revenue and Expenses for FY11 and FY10

Northeastern
2010: 468
2011: 537

Southern
2010: 619
2011: 618

Southeastern
2010: 2126
2011: 2313

Total individuals Served Statewide in 2010
One-to-one Advocacy – 8274 (see map*)
Medicare Part D I&R calls – 815

Revenue
Federal grants
State grants
Foundations & Corporations
Legal Fees
Consulting Fees & Contracts
Other

FY11
FY10
2,523,919
2,398,701
1,257,773
1,275,812
499,663
441,931
176,993
126,535
648,945
515,542
3,566
1,369
__________________________

Revenue Total

5,110,859
4,759,890
__________________________
__________________________

Expenses
Personnel
Subcontracts
Occupancy
Travel, Meetings, & Conferences
Other Operating Costs
Depreciation
Expense Total
Net Income (loss)

4,004,129
3,713,869
58,694
62,686
286,473
266,823
160,431
173,332
485,698
442,239
70,747
61,060
__________________________
5,066,172
4,720,009
__________________________
44,687
39,881
__________________________
__________________________

Training/Consultation – 7066
Statement of Financial Position for FY11 and FY10

Total individuals Served Statewide in 2011
One-to-one Advocacy – 8140 (see map*)
Medicare Part D I&R calls – 809
Training/Consultation – 5963
* Map does not include Medicare Part D and Benefits Attorney I&Rs
because client county statistics are unavailable for those contacts.

foundation/Corporation Partners
• Dane County Pro Bono Trust Fund
• Edgewood College
• Equal Justice Fund
• Greater Milwaukee Foundation Community

Assets
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Grants receivable
Prepaid expenses
Total current assets
Property and equipment, net
Total Assets
Liabilities and Net Assets
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued payroll
Amortized rent
Capital lease payable
Leasehold improvement payable
Accrued vacation
Grant funds received in advance
Deferred revenue
Total current liabilities

FY11

FY10

492,622
664,084
34,930
44,087
319,155
498,558
312,971
122,191
1,159,678
1,328,920
254,597
281,815
__________________________
1,414,275
1,610,735
__________________________
__________________________

91,739
84,836
53,478
42,889
3,421
3,421
5,473
5,473
26,269
26,269
126,729
128,793
59,225
119,686
542,695
703,647
__________________________
909,029
1,115,014
__________________________
__________________________

Grant Fund
• Group Health Cooperative of South Central
Wisconsin
• M3 Insurance Solutions for Business
• Northwestern Mutual
• Otto Bremer Foundation
• Wisconsin Trust Account Foundation
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Long-term liabilities
Amortized rent
Capital lease payable
Leasehold improvement payable
Total long-term liabilities
Total liabilities
Unrestricted net assets
Total Liabilities and net assets

570
3,991
3,422
8,895
100,653
126,921
104,645
139,807
1,013,674
1,254,821
__________________________
400,601
355,914
__________________________
1,414,275
1,610,735
__________________________
__________________________
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